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Watercolours & Dye on Silks

Aqua, Colour, Florum

Artist Talk: Saturday, May 10 from 11am to 12pm

Aqua, Colour, Florum
My inspirations come from scenes I have witnessed while traveling in Canada and England. They reflect a
strong connection to earth and its natural beauty, and my need of and love for wide-open peaceful spaces.
Born under the sign of Pisces, I have a particular affinity for beaches, the ocean and smaller bodies of water,
which frequently appear in my work.
House plants and gardening offer a closer, more intimate and detailed view of natures wonders and provides
a stimulating change. Some I paint on Masa paper, producing a recognized and distinctive look, which always
brings questions from curious viewers. My flower portraits are never shown in a formal arrangement.
Currently working mainly in watercolours, I find pure joy in watching the flow of water and pigments as they
mingle and gradate on their own and produce exciting backgrounds or under-paintings. Quite intentionally, my style changes according to my choice of support (paper, canvas, Yupo or Masa paper) my mood, the
subject and my goal.

Hibiscus
2013, Dye on Silk, 38 cm x 48.3 cm
My watercolour flower portrait “Rhythm in Pink” of this hibiscus sold quickly and now hangs in a
home in Collingwood, Ontario. I loved the shapes and rhythm of its petals so decided to paint it
again, with dye on silk. Both have appeal, so the experiment worked! I love painting on silk, though
I am not going to give up watercolour.

Biography
Judi was born and educated in England, received a scholarship to the Ipswich School of Art, studying a diverse range of subjects. Following marriage and children she moved to Canada in 1966 where employment
and her family took precedence over pure art pursuits. In the 1990’s Judi decided to indulge her admiration
of watercolours and began studying with different instructors. Her work has been exhibited since 1995 and
continues to develop, especially since she retired and can devote more time to teaching and working in her
home studio.
On May 1, 2006 Judi arrived in Comox where she set up a studio for painting from the beautiful scenery and
flowers around her and for conducting studio visits, classes and preparing for exhibitions.
For more information visit www.judipedder.com

Warm Whites
2013, Watercolour on Masa Paper on Canvas, 12 x 16”
One of the many statements made about painting is that nothing is ever completely black or white,
not even snow. All colours are reflected in the things around them. However, this is a white flower to
which I have added soft subtle tones to make it more interesting, though if you step back from it, it
will still ‘register’ as a white flower.
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A Bold & Vibrant Approach to Watercolour (Preregistration is required)
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Front/Back Cover: Sun Trap, 2013, Watercolour on Masa Paper on Canvas, 18 x 24”
These open peonies are one of my favourite flowers and I always enjoy painting them. This one grew in my garden in Ontario
and lives on in my digital files. Here it can live on, fresh every day of the year, never fading, needing no water or staking - its
always ready to bring joy to whomever it shares a home with.

